THE FOUNDATION STONE

Dearly Beloved:

We gather here this glorious morning to lay the Foundation Stone of the Ajna Ashrama: a Refuge, dedicated by the Order to those students of this Western World, who standing at the Door of the Inner Path, require that protection, silence, right environment and right instruction, that precede the bloom of Illumination.

The Christos, or Perfected Man, is the Foundation Stone of the Universe.
Avalokitishvara is the Great Architect. The Order is the Builder, and we are the Stone being polished, adjusted and cemented in.

When the Stones have proven their fitness to be emplaced and the Ashrama has been completed, then will the Master Builder be amongst us. Then will be reincarnate that Ancient School, whose Sacred Mysteries have ne'er since been given. Those Mysteries are not for the profane, but only for those who either have transcended or seek to transcend bondage to time and space and form.

Let the great cry of humanity for light and love and understanding ever ring in our ears, that as we stand before the portals of transcendence we may remember its need, and thus remain immune from Nirvanic temptation.

Within these walls a welcome shall await all who sincerely seek, and never shall its doors be closed unto the cry of suffering, nor to hungry lonely hearts. Into its protecting sphere shall be drawn those who are ready to make the reunion of Self unto SELF; to live for all instead of one, and for each Soul when once they walk the Holy Grail.